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QUESTION: 1
The Configure or Repair Agents tool is used to update multiple target systems. Each target can
have different results. What should you look for in the log results for a successful completion of
the update task?

A. Look for a description of any errors that may have occurred.
B. Check the Microsoft event log for any errors that have been generated from HP SIM.
C. Look for a zero or a positive return code value, which indicates that no errors have occurred.
D. Look for a negative return code value, which indicates that no errors have occurred.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
What could prevent a trap that is forwarded by HP SIM from reaching a designated system?

A. HP SIM can only forward the trap to one server and picks the first designated server in the
list.
B. Trap forwarding only works if HP SIM is running on a Windows server; HP SIM is probably
running on an HP-UX or Linux server.
C. The initial trap received by HP SIM was sent by a system that has not been discovered.
D. The Read community strings do not match between the designated systems and HP SIM.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
To avoid name resolution issues impacting HP SIM, what is one recommendation for the
managed environment?

A. use server serial numbers for DNS names
B. change the CMS to use DHCP and NTP
C. use Fully Qualified Domain Names for all systems in the HP SIM environment
D. use DHCP for the CMS as well as all managed machines

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
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Click the Exhibit button.

Which MX command generated the output shown in the exhibit?

A. mxstm
B. mxtask
C. mxauth
D. mxtool

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
Which statements are true regarding the Version Control Agent (VCA)? (Select three.)

A. It is available for SuSE Linux.
B. It is supported on ProLiant servers only.
C. It requires one license for each monitored server.
D. It is supported on Integrity servers running HP-UX.
E. It is an integrated part of HP Systems Management Homepage (SMH).
F. It compares the installed firmware revisions with the baseline created in the Version
Control Repository Manager.

Answer: A, E, F

QUESTION: 6
What is the Version Control Repository Manager (VCRM) designed to do?

A. to retrieve software and firmware from the server Management Information Base (MIB)
B. to manage a repository containing ProLiant Support Packs and individual server components
C. to manage a repository containing all operating system patches and drivers
D. to retrieve server status information to display in HP SIM
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
What are the available levels for software status? (Select four.)

A. normal (green)
B. latest (green)
C. major (red)
D. minor (yellow)
E. critical (red)
F. unknown (blue)
G. major (orange)

Answer: A, D, F, G

QUESTION: 8
Which task is set to run every seven days on Wednesday at midnight by default?

A. Hardware Polling task
B. Identification task
C. Software Polling task
D. Notification task

Answer: C

QUESTION: 9
When a system administrator attempts to update the firmware on a BladeSystem GbE
interconnect switch using HP SIM, the update is unsuccessful. What could be the reason?

A. The HP SIM server is not running on Windows.
B. The VCA agent on the GbE interconnect switch is not active.
C. The GbE interconnect switch does not have WBEM protocol enabled.
D. The GbE interconnect switch can only be upgraded using the serial connection.

Answer: A
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